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1. Important information before you start

This section provides you with basic information for the filling application of your Spider 3S scale. Please
read through this section carefully even if you already have experience with Spider 3S scales and make
sure you comply with the safety instructions.

1.1 Introduction
The filling application is included in the standard software of newer Spider 3S scales (with SW version 3.51
and later). You thus need no additional components for the actual scale to work with the filling application.
On the other hand, you must design the filling installation yourself or purchase it from an external␣ manu-
facturer. These instructions provide you with all necessary details on how to set up the filling system and
connect it to the Spider 3S scale.

With the filling application, valves, feed chutes and other conveying equipment for the filling of low or high
viscosity, pasty, powdery or granular weighing samples can be controlled. The filling application supports
systems with one or two dispensing devices (valves etc.). The LED chain shows the current status of the
filling process or provides information on whether the weighing sample lies within the specified tolerances.
The filling parameters (target value, limit values and tare values) can be stored and recalled when needed
at any time. The filling application has a so-called learn mode which can calculate shutoff points␣ auto-
matically and correct them on the basis of a filling. The automatic tare monitoring prevents the start of the
filling process if a wrong or no tare container is loaded.

1.2 What you should know about these instructions
Please note the following information regarding these instructions:

– These instructions are a supplement to the operating instructions you received with your Spider 3S scale.
It is assumed that you are familiar with the operation of the scale and the layout and operation of the
master mode.

– The same conventions apply to these instructions as for the operating instructions of the scale (see
section␣ 1 of the operating instructions for the Spider 3S scale).

– It is essential you comply with all safety instructions in the operating instructions of the Spider 3S scale!

– The filling application can be operated via a PC attached to the RS232C interface of the Spider 3S scale.
Operation via a PC is not described in these instructions. Information on operation of the scale via a PC
and a complete list of all commands can be found in the interface description of the Spider and Spider
S scales (order number 21250163). You can obtain this documentation from your METTLER TOLEDO
dealer. In section 6 of these instructions you will find only the commands for operation of the filling
application.
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1.3 Safety instructions
Please comply with the following instructions for a safe and trouble-free operation of your filling installation.
These instructions are intended to supplement the safety instructions given in section 1 of the operating
instructions of the Spider 3S scales.

Read through these operating instructions carefully even if you already have experience
with the Spider 3S scale and with filling applications.

Filling installations with Spider 3S scales must not be operated in hazardous areas.

Exercise caution when pressing the keys which control the filling system: First ensure that
no person is in the vicinity of the filling installation as there is a danger of injury (moving
parts, discharge of materials, etc.).

Comply with all local regulations concerning the setup and operation of filling installa-
tions.

An emergency stop must be provided for the filling system which interrupts the power
supply of the valves directly.
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1.4 Explanation of terms used

Automatic redispensing
If the filling head is clogged with material and this drops down, the weighing signal may overshoot briefly
and cause the shutoff point to be exceeded. The material flow is stopped although the target weight is not
yet attained. If the “Redispensing” option is activated in the master mode, material will be added in small
steps until the target weight is reached.

Automatic tare monitoring
Before every filling process a minimum and a maximum container weight can be specified. If the loaded
container does not lie within the defined range or if no container has been loaded, the filling process can
not be started.

Filling
Filling of an empty container which is on the scale (weighing in). If the “FILL In” option is deactivated in
the master mode, the full container is on the scale and the weighing sample is removed (weighing out).

Fine feed
Material from a valve, a shaker or another feed device with fine material flow. The fine feed usually starts
after the coarse feed and allows exact attainment of the target weight.

Coarse feed
Material from a valve, a shaker or another feed device with a coarse material flow for rapid filling to the
vicinity of the target weight.

Learn mode
If no shutoff points are known from a previous filling, the software automatically switches to the learn mode
and calculates the shutoff points automatically. In the case of systems with a single feed device (valve etc.),
this remains open until 50% of the target weight is reached. Taking into account the post dispensing, the
shutoff point is calculated so that the target weight is reached with the correct tolerance through repeat
opening of the dispensing device. With systems having two dispensing devices, these are each opened
twice.

Post dispensing
Material that continues flowing after closing of the dispensing device.

Post dispensing correction
The post dispensing correction can be switched on or off in the master mode. If the correction is switched
on, the shutoff point of the subsequent filling will be automatically corrected by 50% of the deviation of
the previous filling.

Safety timeout
If a weight change of at least 5 d (corresponding to 5 display intervals at the maximum resolution of 30
000 d) has not occurred 4 seconds after the start of filling, the filling process will be automatically stopped.
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The following two illustrations elucidate the terms explained above and show the typical course of a filling
process for systems with one or two dispensing devices:

Systems with 1 dispensing device (e.g. valve)

A: Valve opened

B: Shutoff point

C: Post dispensing

D: Target value reached

Systems with 2 dispensing devices (e.g. valves)

A: Both valves opened

B: Shutoff point coarse valve

C: Post dispensing coarse valve

D: Fine valve opened

E: Shutoff point fine valve

F: Post dispensing fine valve

G: Target value reached

Tolerance+

Target

Tolerance–

Tare

Weight

Time

A

C D
B

A

C

D

B

E
F G

Tolerance+

Target

Tolerance–
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Weight

Time
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2. Setting up a filling installation

2.1 Block diagram
1. Weighing platform

2. Coarse feed valve

3. Fine feed valve

4. Material container

5. Power supply for valves (if valve
and relay voltages are identical,
a common supply can be used)

6. Display/operating terminal of the
filling installation.
The Start key can be connected to
pins 6 (GND) and 5 (VDC) of the
RS232C interface of the Spider
3S terminal. The emergency stop
must directly interrupt the power
supply of the valves. On direct
connection of the display lamps
to the digital outputs of the Spider
3S terminal, please note: Imax. =
100  mA.

7. Relay coarse feed valve

8. Relay fine feed valve

9. Power supply for relay (if the␣ re-
lay and valve voltages are the
same, a common power supply
can be used)

10. Digital parallel output with␣ the␣ fol-
lowing pin assignment (see also
section 6):

Valve control:
C = Coarse feed
D = Fine feed

Display:
B = Ready
E = Underfilling
G = Weight within tolerance
H = Overfilling

11. Spider 3S terminal

pin A U C D B E G H

V+ V–

ready

under good over

START STOP
V DC/AC

1

2 3

4

9

6

7 8

5

10

11
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2.2 Specifications of the digital parallel output

Pin assignment of the socket at the Spider 3S terminal

The pins of the 19-pin socket have the following assignment:

Pin Assignment/signal Corresponds to LED

A Ext. supply 5..30 VDC –––

B Ready Lowest red LED

C Coarse feed on 2nd lowest red LED

D Fine feed on 2nd highest red LED

E Underfilling Highest red LED

G Weight within tolerance Green LED

H Overfilling Yellow LED

U Ext. supply GND –––

Connection of external signal lamps

On connection of external signal lamps, ensure that Imax = 100 mA is not exceeded.

U

H

G

E

D

C

B

A
Imax.

Imax.

Imax.

Imax.

Imax.

Imax.

Ext. VDC

Ext. GND

3 
op

to
co

up
le

rs

Darlington
transistor

19-pin
socket

B

A

C

D

E G

H

U

View of rear of terminal
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Relay connection

Up to 6 relays with a common or separate external supply can be connected.

Relay with 1 external supply Relay with several external supplies

2.3 Recommended components

Power supply

Phoenix Contacts company, installation on mounting rail:

– Input: 230  VAC
Output: 24  VDC/1 A, type CM 62-PS-230 AC/24 DC/1, Art. 29 43 68 6

– Input: 120  VAC
Output: 24  VDC/1 A, type CM 62-PS-120 AC/24 DC/1, Art. 29 43 39 8.

Relay

Phoenix Contacts company, installation on mounting rail:

1 changeover contact, max. switching voltage 250  VAC, limiting continuous current 6  A, 6.2  mm width,
type PLC-RSC-24DC/21, Art. 29 66 17 1

Manufacturer of sterile valves

Alfa Laval Saunders Limited, Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 3XX, United Kingdom

19-pin
socket

U

H

G

E

D

C

B

A Ext. VDC

Ext. GND

Imax.

Fine feed valve

U

H

G

E

D

C

B

A Ext. VDC

Ext. GND

Imax.

Ext. V AC/DC

Ext. V AC/DC
Fine feed valve

19-pin
socket
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Cables and connectors

The following cables and connectors are available for the parallel output:

– Connection cable for parallel output, length 10 m, Art. No: 504 458

– Coupler plug for parallel output, 19-pin, Art. No: 504 461

The cable and the coupler plug have the following pin assignment (only pins marked by * are needed for
the connection to Spider 3S, see also section 2.2):

Pin Designation Color Comment
N IN 1 gray/pink
O IN 2 red/blue
P IN 3 white/green
R IN 4 brown/green
S IN 5 white/yellow
T IN 6 yellow/brown
B* OUT 1 white
C* OUT 2 brown
D* OUT 3 green
E* OUT 4 yellow
G* OUT 5 gray
H* OUT 6 pink
J OUT 7 blue
K OUT 8 red
A* V+ black connected internally to pin L
L V+
U* V– violet connected internally to pin M
M V–
F Shield on housing

For the connection of an external Start key to the serial interface of the Spider 3S terminal, the RS232C open
end cable (length 1.5 m, connector at one end) from METTLER TOLEDO can be used (Art. No. 21254280).
The connector has the following pin assignment:

Pin Designation Color Comment
1 Shield on connector housing
2 TxD white
3 RxD green
6 GND gray
4 PONOFF (DTR) brown
8 BATLOW (DSR) yellow
7 V-ACCU pink
5 INPUT blue

B

A

C

D

EG

H

U

F

J

K

L

M

R P

T N
S O

View of solder side of
coupler plug

2
54

31

76

8

View of connector side
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2.4 Signal diagrams
Note: You will find information on the function of the LEDs in section 4.3.

Output signals for systems with 1 dispensing device

Ready
OUT 1

Material flow
OUT 3

Underfilled
OUT 4

Weight within tolerance
OUT 5

Overfilled
OUT 6

Start Switch off Stability Unload
material flow

Output signals for systems with 2 dispensing devices

Ready
OUT 1

Coarse feed
OUT 2

Fine feed
OUT 3

Underfilled
OUT 4

Weight within tolerance
OUT 5

Overfilled
OUT 6

Start Switch off Switch off Stability Unload
coarse feed fine feed
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3. Entries in the master mode

For the filling application, the master mode of the Spider 3S scale has been expanded. The following␣ illustra-
tion shows the extensions of the master mode. A complete overview of the remaining master mode␣ para-
meters and instructions on operation of the master mode can be found in the operating instructions of the
Spider 3S scale.

FãKEY

2ç36 ∆

MAStEr

APPLIC
PLUSMI

PMAPPL WEIGHI CHECK CLASS End

rEdiSP On OFF End

FILL In On OFF End

End PM

FILL2

Corrct On OFF End

K - tArG On OFF End

K - MEMO On OFF End

K - Strt On OFF End

End

FILLl

WEIGHING MODE

1. Function

2. Application
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When in the master mode, first ensure that the process adapter is set to “Dosing”! Then define whether
the filling system is equipped with one (“FILL 1”) or two (“FILL␣ 2”) dispensing devices. The available filling
parameters have the following meaning:

Post dispensing correction: If the post dispensing correction is
activated (factory setting), the shutoff point for the next filling (or the
shutoff point of the fine dispensing with systems having 2 dispensing
devices) is automatically corrected (by 50% of the deviation of␣ the␣ pre-
vious filling).

Redispensing: If the filling head is clogged with material which drops
down, the weighing signal may overshoot briefly and cause the shut-
off point to be exceeded. The material flow is stopped although the
target weight has not yet been reached. If the redispensing is activated
(factory setting), more material is added in  small steps until the target
weight is reached.

Filling: If the fill-in function is activated (factory setting), the filling␣ appli-
cation expects material to be added to an empty container. This␣ cor-
responds to “weighing in” in normal weighing operation. If the fill-in
function is deactivated, the filling application assumes that a full␣ con-
tainer is loaded and filling product is removed from it (corresponds to
“weighing out” in normal weighing operation).

Target value key: If the target value key is activated (factory setting),
the target weight can be reentered or confirmed on the Spider 3S␣ ter-
minal before every filling. If the target value key is deactivated,␣ the␣ stor-
ed target value can not be changed. This prevents an unintentional or
unauthorized change to the target weight. Deactivation of the target␣ value
key is primarily suitable when the filling process is controlled via the
terminal of the filling installation or via a PC.

Memory key: When the memory key is activated (factory setting), the
specified filling parameters for 1 target value can be stored and recalled
on the Spider 3S terminal. With a deactivated memory key, the memory
is blocked, i.e. its contents can be neither changed nor recalled.␣ De-
activation of the memory key is primarily suitable when the filling␣ pro-
cess is controlled via the terminal of the filling installation or a PC.

Start key: When the Start key is activated (factory setting), the␣ filling␣ pro-
cess can be triggered on the Spider 3S terminal, with a deactivated Start
key this is not possible. Deactivation of the Start key is advisable if the
filling process is controlled via the terminal of the filling installation or
a PC.

Corrct

rEdiSP

FILL In

K - tArG

K - MEMO

K - Strt
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4. Operation

This section shows you how to enter the filling parameters and perform fillings. We assume that you have
already activated one of the two filling applications (“FILL␣ 1” or “FILL␣ 2”) in the master mode and have made
the desired settings.

4.1 Entry of the filling parameters
Before you can start the filling, you must enter the target weight, the admissible tolerances, the shutoff points
and the tare tolerances.

• Press the target value key. The green LED starts to flash and prompts
you to enter the target weight.

You can accept the displayed value or enter a new value (e.g. 1.40
kg) using the numeric keypad. Confirm your entry by pressing the
target value key again.

• The green and the yellow LED start to flash and prompt you to enter
the upper tolerance. If a new target weight has been entered, the
software suggests 2% of the target weight as the upper tolerance.

You can accept the displayed value or enter your own value for the
admissible overfilling (e.g. 4%) using the numeric keypad. With
the «≤» key you can switch between the entry in percent (only whole
numbers admissible) and the entry in kilograms. Confirm the
selected value by pressing the target value key. If you have changed
the existing value, the display briefly shows the admissible maxi-
mum weight (target weight plus admissible overfilling, in this
example 1.456␣ kg).

• The green and the highest red LED start to flash and prompt you
to enter the lower tolerance. If there is no value available from an
earlier filling, the software suggests 2% of the target weight as the
lower tolerance.

You can accept the displayed value or enter your own value for the
admissible underfilling (e.g. 1%) using the numeric keypad.
With the «≤» key you can switch between the entry in percent (only
whole numbers admissible) and the entry in kilograms. Confirm the
selected value by pressing the target value key. If you have changed
the existing value, the display briefly shows the admissible mini-
mum weight (target value minus admissible underfilling, in this
example 1.386␣ kg).
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• The second lowest red LED starts to flash and prompts you to enter
the 1st shutoff point; after this has been reached the coarse feed
valve should be shut off. With systems which have only 1
dispensing device (“FILL 1”), this is the only shutoff point you can
specify.

You can accept the displayed value or enter a new value (e.g. 1.10
kg) using the numeric keypad (with the entry of 0 (zero), the shutoff
point is deactivated). Confirm your entry by pressing the target
value key.

• The second highest red LED starts to flash and prompts you to enter
the 2nd shutoff point; after this has been reached, the fine feed
valve should be shut off. This input prompt appears only if you have
selected the filling application “FILL 2” in the master mode (filling
system with 2 dispensing devices).

You can accept the displayed value or enter a new value (e.g. 1.30
kg) using the numeric keypad. Confirm your entry by pressing the
target value key.

• The lowest and the highest red LED start to flash and prompt you
to enter the minimum tare weight. This input prompt appears only
if you have activated “FILL In” in the master mode. When the
container to be filled is loaded, the automatic tare monitoring
checks whether this corresponds to the specified value. If this is not
the case, the filling process can not be started.

You can accept the displayed value or enter a new value (e.g. 0.10
kg) using the numeric keypad. To switch off the automatic tare
monitoring, enter a value of “0”. Confirm your entry by pressing the
target value key.

• The lowest red  and the yellow LED  start to flash and prompt you
to enter the maximum tare weight. This input prompt appears only
if you have not entered a “0” for the minimum tare weight
(deactivation of the automatic tare monitoring) and only if “FILL In”
is activated in the master mode.

You can accept the displayed value or enter a new value (e.g. 0.11
kg) using the numeric keypad. Confirm your entry by pressing the
target value key.
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Notes:

– Instead of the target value key, you can also confirm existing or new
values using the «±» key.

– The software checks your entries for plausibility and inadmissible
inputs are rejected with an error messages (see section 5).

After the entry of all filling parameters, the lowest red LED lights up and
the system is ready for filling.

4.2 Storage and recall of the filling parameters
You can store the current filling parameters permanently and recall them at any time.

Storage of the parameters

• To store the current parameters, enter “00” on the numeric keypad
and then press and hold the memory key until  ...

... storage of the parameters is briefly confirmed in the display.

Recall of stored parameters

• To call-up the stored parameters, enter “00” on the numeric keypad
and then press the memory key briefly.

The display shows a confirmation that the stored parameters have
been activated and then all values are shown briefly. As soon as the
lowest red LED lights up, the system is ready for the next filling using
the recalled parameters.

RCALL0

StorE0
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4.3 Performing a filling
Depending on the setting in the master mode, the filling is performed in the filling mode (“FILL In” activated,
factory setting) or in the removal mode (“FILL In” deactivated).

• Place the container on the weighing pan.

• Start the filling using the Start key of the Spider 3S terminal:

– A brief keystroke starts the filling in the normal mode.

Note: An ongoing filling can be stopped at any time by briefly
pressing the Start key again.

– A long keystroke starts the filling in the learn mode␣ (automatic
determination of the optimum shutoff points). The call-up of the
learn mode is briefly confirmed in the display.

The filling process can also be started at any time during the entry
of the filling parameters (see section 4.1) with the following excep-
tions:

– after entry of the upper tolerance

– after entry of the first shutoff point (concerns only the “FILL 2”
application)

– after entry of the minimum tare weight (except if you have
deactivated the tare monitoring by entering “0”).

If you start the filling process during entry of the parameters, the
parameters which have not been changed will also be used for the
following weighing.

Note: With appropriate cabling, the filling process can also be started
from the operating panel of the filling installation or from a PC (see
section 2).

If the automatic tare monitoring is activated, the filling application
checks whether the loaded container is within the specified tolerance.
If this is not the case, the error message “no” appears and the filling
process is not performed.

LEArn
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You can follow the filling process using the LEDs which light up in
sequence from top to bottom:

– yellow LED lights up: filling above tolerance

– green LED lights up: filling within tolerance

– highest LED lights up: filling below tolerance

– second highest red LED lights up: 2nd valve opened (fine feed),
valve opened with systems with 1 dispensing device

– second lowest red LED lights up: 1st valve opened (coarse feed)

– lowest red LED lights up: system ready for filling.

The valves can be opened at a keystroke to check their functioning and
empty the filling system:

– To open the coarse feed value, enter a “1” using the numeric keypad
and then keep the Start key pressed.

– To open the fine feed valve (only with the “FILL 2” application),
enter a “2” using the numeric keypad and then keep the Start key
pressed.

As soon you release the Start key, the valves are reclosed.

red

red

red

red

green

yellow
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4.4 Recording of parameters and filling processes
If a printer is attached to the Spider 3S terminal, the  filling parameters and the individual filling processes
are automatically recorded. The following specimen printouts are examples which may differ from your
own records, depending on the interface configuration. You will find instructions on attachment of a printer
and configuration of the interface(s) in the interface description for the Spider and Spider S scales, which
you can obtain from your METTLER TOLEDO dealer.

Recording of filling parameters

The filling parameters are automatically recorded after completion of
the entry or following recall from the memory. The following values are
printed out:

– the  target weight “TARGET”

– the upper and lower tolerance “TOLER. (+)” and “TOLER. (–)”

– the shutoff points “LIMIT 1” and “LIMIT 2” (only “LIMIT 1” with␣ sys-
tems with 1 dispensing device)

– the minimum and maximum tare weight “TARA MIN” and “TARA
MAX” (only if the filling mode “FILL In” is activated)

Recording of fillings in the filling mode

The results of the filling process are automatically printed out on
completion of the filling.

– the gross weight “G” (weight of the container on completion of the
filling process)

– the tare weight “T” (weight of the empty container at the start of the
filling process)

– the net weight “N” (weight of the added material)

Recording of fillings in the removal mode

The results of the removal process are automatically printed out on
completion of the filling:

– the gross weight “G” (weight of the container on completion of the
removal process)

– the tare weight “T” (weight of the full container at the start of␣ the␣ re-
moval process)

– the net weight “N” (weight of the removed material)

Date            25.04.97
Time               18:46

G             2.202  kg
T             0.190  kg
N             2.012  kg

Date            25.04.97
Time               18:52

G             3.898  kg
T             4.010  kg
N            -0.112  kg

Date            25.04.97
Time               18:37

TARGET        2.000  kg
TOLER. (+)    0.080  kg
TOLER. (-)    0.040  kg

LIMIT 1       1.820  kg
LIMIT 2       1.970  kg
TARA MIN      0.100  kg
TARA MAX      0.110  kg

************************
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5. Error messages

Error messages in the display draw your attention to incorrect operation or the failure of the filling application
to perform a process properly. You will find additional, general error messages in the operating instructions
of your Spider 3S scale.

The following table contains notes on interpreting the error messages and symptoms as well as details of
their cause and rectification

Error message/symptom Cause Rectification

ããnoãã

Following appears after
pressing the Start key:

– Last filling is still on scale

– Tare monitoring is activated and
no or a wrong container is on
the scale

• Remove filling

• Place correct container on the scale

Following appears when
entering filling parameters:

Err 3

– The inputted value is less than 1
d (1 display increment)

• Increase value

• Increase resolution of the scale in
the master mode (“Resolution”) .
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6. Commands for operation via a PC

The following sections describe the commands for operation of the filling process via a PC. You will find a
complete list of all commands supported by your Spider 3S scale in the interface description for the Spider
and Spider 3S scales (see section 1.1).

6.1 Commands for filling
The SICS command set of the Spider 3S scale has been extended by the following commands for the filling
application:

SAF Start filling application in normal mode

SAFL Start filling application in learn mode

Before the start of the filling, taring is automatically performed (except if the “FILL In” parameter is activated
and the system is not ready for operation, i.e. the lowest red LED does not light up).

The start of the application is confirmed by the following messages:

SAF_A Filling application was started in the normal mode

SAFL_A Filling application was started in the learn mode

No other commands can be executed until completion of the ongoing filling.

The execution of the filling application is commented on with the following messages:

T_S_X_Y Confirms the performance of the taring (X = tare weight, Y = weighing unit)

S_S_X_Y Confirms the completion of the filling process (X = weight of the filled
material, Y = weighing unit)

If the application can not be started or performed properly, one of the following error messages appears:

SAF_I or SAFL_I: – The start command was understood but can not be executed at
present

– The filling process was aborted after a timeout (no weight change
within 4 seconds after the start) or manually (by pressing the Start
key).

SAF_L oder SAFL_L – The filling application (“FILL 1” or “FILL 2”) was not activated in the
master mode.

– Tare error. A subsequent message details the error:
“T–” = Taring range not reached
“T+” = Taring range exceeded
“TI” = Taring can not be performed at present

– The determined weight is below the lower tolerance.
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6.2 Commands for defining and inquiry of the filling parameters
The “PM” command can be used to set and inquire the parameters for the filling.

PM_1_2_3_4_5_6_7_8_9_10_11_12 Sets the parameters for filling with 1 dispensing
device (“FILL 1”):

  1 Target weight
  2 Weight unit for target weight
  3 Upper tolerance
  4 Weight unit for upper tolerance
  5 Lower tolerance
  6 Weight unit for lower tolerance
  7 Shutoff point
  8 Weight unit for shutoff point
  9 Minimum tare weight
10 Weight unit for minimum tare weight
11 Maximum tare weight
12 Weight unit for maximum tare weight

Important: All parameters must always be speci-
fied! Admissible weight units are: “kg”, “g”, “t”
(metric ton) and “lb” (pound).

PM_1_2_3_4_5_6_7_8_9_10_11_12_13_14 Sets all parameters for filling with 2 dispensing
devices (“FILL 2”):

  1 Target weight
  2 Weight unit for target weight
  3 Upper tolerance
  4 Weight unit for upper tolerance
  5 Lower tolerance
  6 Weight unit for lower tolerance
  7 1st shutoff point
  8 Weight unit for 1st shutoff point
  9 2nd shutoff point
10 Weight unit for 2nd shutoff point
11 Minimum tare weight
12 Weight unit for minimum tare weight
13 Maximum tare weight
14 Weight unit for maximum tare weight

Important: All parameters must always be enter-
ed! Admissible weight units are: “kg”, “g”, “t”
(metric ton) and “lb” (pound).
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PM_A This message confirms that all filling parame-
ters were set.

PM_L This error message (instead of the confirmation
PM_A) is the consequence of a plausibility error:

– The value of the lower tolerance is larger than
or equal to the target weight

– The 2nd shutoff point is below the 1st shutoff
point

– The minimum tare weight is larger than or
equal to the maximum tare weight.

PM Command for inquiry of the current filling para-
meters.

PM_A_1_2...... Response to the “PM” inquiry command. The
response format corresponds to the command
formats described above for entry of the param-
eters (PM_1_2....).
Note: All parameters are shown in the current
weighing unit, irrespective of the unit they were
entered in.
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